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Are you new to Dubai? Or have you simply come here for a visit; either ways you can be sure that
you will be entertained and taken care of at every venue. Dubai is known worldwide for setting
standards in the service industry, where almost everything from the hotels; to the entertainment
venues; down to the best restaurants simply spell opulence.

But you have been here; for almost 4 days now and are surprisingly getting a bit fatigued with all the
activities and places that you have visited. Most people who do visit Dubai city will have visited the
most common places (including the malls) and eaten at the most well-known eateries. This is why
â€˜most peopleâ€™ do not know about the simplicity of a dhow dinner cruise experience unless they
happen to be at the Marina in the evenings. Most casual visitors almost completely skip this
beautiful experience simply because their friends or relatives havenâ€™t experienced it themselves.

A Dhow dinner cruise in Dubai is a great way to get a beautiful and panoramic view of the city from
where else but the Dubai Creek. Itâ€™s a great way to escape the noise levels and the bright lights of
the city for those who need some timeout and especially for those who simply need to relax and just
shut themselves out.

The light Arabic melodies will calm you down while the sound of the dhow boat cutting through the
waters will definitely bring peace and tranquillity to your mind. Whatâ€™s more, is that it is a dinner
cruise meaning that only the most scrumptious meals will be prepared for you as you sit and watch
the ripples over the sea and enjoy a view of Dubai city from a completely different perspective.

All-in-all it makes a great place for friends and family to meet up; or even for a loved one with no
one around to disturb you. The simple dhow although laden with the traditional fittings on the
outside has the most modern amenities on the inside, to keep you comfortable as you cruise the
Dubai Creek without the slightest hint of uncertainty.

A number of dinner cruise companies in Dubai are available, which you can contact and set up a
space; book the entire dhow for your event; or even a table for a romantic evening for two. But are
you too busy? If so, then simply fill in your details on their websites and they will contact you; but
donâ€™t miss out on such an experience which only a few people in Dubai know of.
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